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ABSTRACT

À numerical method for the solution of the two-

dimensional Navier-Stokes equations is developed using a

variational finite element formulation in terms of the

stream function and vortícity variables. À new approach to

handling the no-sIip condition is presented. The Newton-

Raphson method is implemented as a means of solving the

resulting nonlinear system of simultaneous equations.

Numerical results are furnished to indicate the efficiency

of the proposed method.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The numerical simulation of laminar fluid flow involves

determin ing the unique solut ion of a set of part ial
differential equations under a given set of boundary

conditions. Developing a general approach to solving the

governing differential equations, most notably the Navier-

Stokes equations, is an area of intense and on-going

research.

The Navier-Stokes equations may be written for both

turbulent and laminar fIows. Turbulent flow is more

difficult to simulate than laminar flow. There are

unpredictable velociÈy fluctuations and complex viscosity
interactions associated with turbulent flow [1, 27, which do

not occur in raminar flows. The behavior of turburent flow

is still under investigation and to date no universal
numerical calculaÈion method exists. Turbulence simulation
is not undertaken in this thesis.

What form the governing flow equations take depends not

only on the type of flow being modeled, i.e. laminar or

turbulent flow, but also on the variables being used to
represent the flow. The Navier-Stokes equations can be

expressed in terms of: the primitive variables velocity and

1
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pressurei the stream f unction (U) and vorticity (t¡); or by

the stream function alone. In this study, the finite
element method is applied to the stream function and

vorticity formulation of the laminar, two-dimensional

Navier-Stokes equations.

Chapter II presents the qr and ur governing flow equations.

The boundary conditions associated with each differential
equation, including the no-sIíp boundary conditions, are

reviewed. In addition, the pressure equation and the

pressure boundary conditions are derived.

Three distinct approaches exist for the numerical

sorution of the laminar Navier-stokes equatíons: r) finite
difference techniques ¡ 2) finite element methods and; 3)

boundary element methods. In the past, finite difference
techniques played a prominent role in fluid dynamics but

over the years this role has greatly diminished. Today's

research is dominated by the finite element method t3l. The

boundary erement approach involves an integrar formulation

as a means of sol.ving a dif f erential equation 14, 51. In

fluid dynamics the boundary erement method is not as well
estabrished as the finite element method, but it does hold

promising prospects for the future.
The f inite element solution of the Navier-Stokes

equations is complicated by the nonlinearity of the system

of equations and the necessity to include the no-sIip
condition. The most common techniques applied are methods

2
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based on Galerkin formulations Í6, 7J, or penalty functions

t81. The method presented in this study departs from

previous work in the following respects:

1. the finite element theory is based on a variational
approach, utilizing a set of energy functionals; and

2. the no-slip boundary conditions are introduced

directly without resorting to iterative schemes.

In the article [6], a direct method of introducing no-

slip boundary conditions is formulated utilizing a set of

constraint equations. The method being presented here makes

use of the natural Neumann conditions associated with a

variational formulation to introduce the no-s1ip boundary

conditions. No additional constraint equations are required

in the variaÈional approach.

In Chapters III and Mhe fundamental variational
principles are presented and the finite element method is
formulated. It is shown how the nonlinearity of the Navier-

Stokes equations is treaÈed. Using the properties of the

energy functional, a direct method of enforcing the no-slip
condition is derived. Other benefits arising from the

variational finite element method are revealed

The nonlinear system of simultaneous equations resulting
from the finite element discretization process is solved

íteratively using the Newton-Raphson method. The accuracy

and convergence characteristics of the solution technique

are demonstrated by way of examples which are presented in

Chapter V.

3
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Chapter I I

GOVERNTNG FLOW EQUATIONS

The fundamental di f ferent ial equat ions descr ibing vi scous

fluid motion are the Navier-Stokes eguations and the

continuity equation [9]. In the derivation of the Navier-

Stokes equations, the fluid is treated as a continuum under

the assumptions that the fluid properties are isotropic and

homogeneous.

The equations of motion can be simplified in the case of

an íncompressible, isothermal, laminar flow of a Newtonian

fluid with no body forces. Under these restrictions the

primary physical unknowns are reduced to velocity (V) and

pressure (p). Pressure is a scalar quantity whereas, in

two-dimensions, velocity is a vector consisting of two

components denoted as u and v.

It is a common practice in fluid dynamics to work with

dimensionless quantities. In the case under consideration,

the physical quantities used to produce Èhe dimensionless

groupings are¡ the free stream velocity U0, a representative

Iinear dimension L0, as weII as the fluid density p and the

viscosity u. The relationships between the dimensionl-ess

and primed dimensional quantíties are:

4



vu p=
nlr

4u
%%

6

du
dy

ðu11-
dX

+âu
ãx

) )

y= vl
Lo

Under these constraints the dimensionless Navier-Stokes

equations reduce to

+ ðP (2.1)

xx

* þ2.tÃe

+ =!v2,,Re

ãx

ðv âvtl=-+V;--=-dx òy
AP;-
dy

(2.2)

and the continuity equation becomes

âvË-
dy =Q (2 ,3)

The nature of incompressible flow, i.e. whether it is

laminar or turbulent, is characterized by the Reynolds

number. The Reynolds number is a dimensionless quantity

defined as

- uoloP uolo
ne=-T-= v '

where v is the kinemaLic viscosity. Dimensional analysis

leads to the conclusion that for geometricalJ.y similar

systems, the dynamic behavior of the flow depends only on

the Reynolds number. The principte of similarity, first
enunciated by O. Reynolds, is valid only if the forces

5



acting in the flow are due to friction and inertia. In the

case of compressible fluids, or free surface flows, the

problem is characterized by dimensionless quantities other

than the Reynolds number.

Fluid motion is extremely dependent upon the geometry of

the boundary surfaces as well as the actual surface

properties. For a particular geometry the dynamical behavior

of the fluid can be classified as laminar, transitional, or

turbulent. The equations of motion, as stated above, are

valid only for laminar flows. To analyze turbulent flow the

Navier-Stokes equations must be modified to a time averaged

form which includes spatially varying viscosity.
Care must be taken to ensure that a laminar Reynolds

number is used and not a transitional or turbulent Reynolds

number. Erroneously applying the laminar flow equations for
turbulent flow wiIl result in a mathematical field solution
that would not have any physical significance.

2.L STREAI.I FUNCTION AND VORTICITY FORMULATION

Às an alternative to the velocity and pressure

formulation it is possible to rewrite the governing

equations in terms of the stream function and vorticity
variables [10]. The stream function ü is a scalar defined in
terms of the velocity vector components

u aû
dy't.

't;

::

)t

6

V
ðtil

âx
(2 .4)



so that the continuity equation (Z.Z ) is automatically

satisfied. The vortícity vector is equal to the curl of the

velocity vector. In two dimensions, the vorticity vector

only has one component defined by

âv
E(¡) =

ðu
ãt (2.5)

Because there is only one component, vorticity is treated as

a scalar. Again, working with dimensionless quantities the

following relationships occur:

rf= ûJ=ri., '
uoLo

(¡'L^
UT-

U

DifferenÈiation of equations (2.1) and Q.2) with respect

to y and x respectively, and elimination of pressure yields

the steady vorticity transport equation. In terms of the

dimensionless stream function and vorticity variables the

equation reads

v2, = n" [iü ao - aü aur'l

Ldtãt-çf-vJ (2.6)

Since there are two independent variables ü and or but

only one equation Q.6), a second dif ferential equation is

required. The second differential equation is obtained by

introducing qr into equation (2.5), which gives

-û)

::

v2rt,

7

(2.7 )



The governing equations for steady, incompressible

laminar flow in terms of the stream funcLion and vorticity
variables are equations (2.6) and (2.7). For a given

Reynolds number, the U and o solution is determined by

solving the two governing flow equations simultaneously.

Once the U solution is known the velocity field can be

calculated through the definition of the stream function.

To obta in the pressure f ield a thi rd equaÈ ion i s

required. The pressure equation i s derived by f irst
differentiating equation (2.1) with respect to x and

equation (2.2) with respect to y. The resuLting equations

are then added to give

2

[#]'

)
a-ú

-dy

I

+ 3(v/v) IdyJ[*,
1

-Re
v2u) .,âv ðu

L.-_.-_dx dy[P.]'* [#]'*

^âv ðu,ã" ãi

-V P +

Under the appropriate

field follows from the

known.

- 
""-lâxayJ

^21d vl
^ 1tdyJ

[rt" .
[a"ay

(2.3) ,

*,[4
La*'

v2P = ,l&
La*'

*V

Using the continuity equation

equation (2.8) reduces to

iÈ can be shown that

-V
2

Rearranging and introducing !i into the above equation gives

++P IPJ,

(2.8)

(2,9)

pressure

once !j i s

r*11
a,

ì::

:l

:i

i,

:,:

':l

boundary conditions, the

solution of equation Q.9)

I



Individualty each of the differential equations (2.6),

(2.7) and (2.9) are linear, but because both tl'' and o appear

in Q.6) and (2.7), together the two equations form a

nonl inear system. The pressure equat ion (2.9 ) i s the

Poisson equation.

2.2 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Specifying the boundary condit,ions for a scalar

generally involves a Ðirichlet or Neumann type

condition. The Dirichlet boundary condition

ô(s) = g(s)

f ield ô

boundary

(2.10)

15states the

denoted as

potential along the boundary. The boundary

s. The Neumann boundary condition

= h(s) ( 2.11)

defines the normaL derivative of the field potential along

the boundary. There is also a third type of boundary

condition called the mixed.' The mixed condition does not

occur in the type of problems discussed in this work.

The viscous fluid flow boundary conditions at a solid

wall or surface correspond to the no-s1ip condition: both

the normal and tangential velocity components are equal to

zero. Rer,¡riting the no-slip condition in terms of the stream

function, it follows that both a constant Dirichlet and a

aô
ðn

S

¡ The
k(s)

mixed
is a

condition is defined b
given continuous funct

-9

Y ð0/ân + oQ(s) = k(s), where
10n.



natural Neumann boundary condition must be enforced. Hence,

the no-slip boundary conditions are¡

Ú=c, #=o (2.t2\

In general, Do prior knowledge exists about the rate of

change of velocity at a no-slip surface. Since vorticity is

defined in terms of the derivatives of the velocity vector,

nothing in general can be said about an ûr boundary

condition. On a no-slip boundâfY, trl remains an unknown and

must be solved for exPlicitlY.
Defining a pressure boundary condition requires knowing

the velocity solution beforehand. À Neumann boundary

condition is derived fron the Navier-Stokes equations. In

equation (2.1), substituting for {i and transforming the

Cartesian (x,y) coordinate system into normal (n) and

tangential (t) directions gives the Neumann boundary

condition for pressure

- aü ä2,þ +

ât ðtân
='#[,*. a3u I;çl

In accordance with the direction of the normal

tangential vectors, the sign wiIl be either positive

negative. On a no-slip surface equation (2.1) can

simpli f ied to

a{, a2,Jl

ân ât2

âP
ãñ

âP r[a2.,. a2,.,'ì

ãr = RãLF';/J

( 2.13 )

and

or

be

(2.t4)

- 10



which, upon substitution of ü, reduces to

âP
ãñ =+ 1

-Re
â 

-tJi

;ç
(2.15)

Alternatively, the no-slip Neumann

stated in terms of o rather than qr t111.

equat ion ( 2. 3 ) the relationship

condi t ion can be

From the continuity

2uâ 2
ä--n
âx- ðxây

is substituted into equation (z.la) to give

AP

ãx
1 ðt¡

Rã ãt

which reduces to

AP

An

'l ðo
- Re ô'r

(2.16)

Any combination of Dirichlet or Neumann boundary

conditions can occur in a flow prob).em. Exactly what type of

boundary conditions do occur depends on the velocity

behavior of the fluid along the problem boundaries.

A further boundary conditíon is required for asymmetric

flows. This usually takes Èhe form of a Kutta condition or

may be related to the Kelvin's theorem regarding the rate of

shedding of vorticity. This boundary condition has not been

imposed in the present work.

11



Chapter I I I

SOLUTION OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS BY
FINITE ELEMENTS

Às stated in Chapter II, the governing flow equations are

partial differential equations. The next step is to find a

means of solving the relevant differential equations.

Consider the operator equation l4 = f(x,y), where t is a

differential operator which maps 0 to f. Usually L and t

are known and for a given set of boundary conditions we have

the deterministic problem of finding 0, such that

o = L-]f(*,y)

This is assuming that l,-1 ""ists and the solution for Q is

un ique.

Except for a few special cases an analytical solution of

the above form would prove to be very difficult. Às an

alternative to analytical methods, numerical solution

techniques are considered. In this study we are concerned

with a variational finite element method.

The flow equations can be arranged to take on the general

form of the Poisson equation. The variational finite
element method is first presented for the Poisson equation,

Lhen modified to include the Navier-Stokes equations.

T2



3.1 VÀRIATIONAL PRINCIPLES

The variaÈional approach involves minimization of a

functional as a means of obtaining an energy convergent

approximate soiution to a partial differentia] equation. Not

aIl differential operators possess the required properties

that allow a variational formulation [12].
The variational method consists of formulating the

partial differential equation of a field problem in terrns of

a variational expression called the energy functional. The

appearance of the functional is dependent on both the

differentíaI operator and the applied definition of an inner

product. A suitable inner product defined over the problem

domain (n) is

01Ô2 dx dY (3.1)

The inner product is valid for any admissible functions 0,

and þz which tie in the domain of the operator.' In the

derivation of the functional the operator L is required to

possess the following properties:

1. Linearity: L[e4a

<ô1 
'02> =l

L

ßôr1 =olôt+ 3&z

scalars a and ß.

+

for any

2 The problem domain is distinct from the domain of the
operator. In two-dimensions the problem domain is an area.
The domain of the differential operator consists of all
continuous functions (with the exception of a finite
nurnber of discontinuities that have a finite norm) ttrat
satisfy the boundary conditions.

t3



2. SeIf -Àd jointness: <L6I,02> - <Ot ,Lþ2,

3. Positive Def initeness:0>0,

0 =0,

<LÔ'Ô> > 0

<1,ô'0> = o

The minimal

L is a linear,
the function 0

functional theorem [13, p.75] states that if
self-adjoint and positive definite operator,

which minimizes the funcLional

F(0) <14,ô> - 2<þrf>

is also a solution of the equation

) (3.2)

(3.3)ff,0 )

under homogeneous boundary conditions. Referring to the

operator properties, if L is self-adjoint the solution of

equation (3.3) occurs at a stationary point of F(0) and if L

is positive definite, the stationary point corresponds to

the minimum of F(0) .

The above functional is valid for a real vector space as

opposed to the more general Hilbert space formulation [13,

p.318 J . To solve a differential equation under

inhomogeneous boundary conditions the functional (3.2) must

be modif ied.

T4



3.2 FUNCTIONAL FORI'Í FOR THE POISSON EQUATION

To define the energy functional for the Poisson equation

v2þ = P(x,Y)

a differential operator L must be specified. The operator

can be either L = -V2 or L = V2. The former operator is
positive definite whereas the latter is negative definite.
The accepted convention is to work with a positive definite

operator rather than a negative definite operator.

IÈ can be shown that L= -V2 is a linear, self-adjoint and

positive definite operator for the equation

-V2O = -P(x,Y) = f(x,Y) (3.4)

Taking equation (3.1) and expanding equation (3.2) yields

F(Q) = -ffr*" dx dv - 4l

#o' ,4v24 ax ay =

0

(3.5)

is valid under

(3.6)

ôf dx dy
0

Using the first form of Green's theorem

fi V$VQ dx dY +
o

f fno*o* 
dx dv = -llnr"ô dx dY

S

remembering that the funct ional (3.21

homogeneous boundary conditions gives

Hence, it follows that

r(o) = ff
(vOVô - zþf)dx dY

aì

15



In order to cater for inhomogeneous Neumann boundary

conditions a new functional has to be derived. Fortunately,

the functional for the Neumann problem is actually equation
(3.6) with an additional boundary integral [13, 14]. The

functional for inhomogeneous Neumann boundary conditions is

F(o) = [|.,oro* - zþÐax av - z[ 0h ds : (3.7)))n )s

where h represents the Neumann condition (2.11).

A Ðirichlet boundary condition does not alter the

functional. Àlong a Dirichlet boundary 0 is known and is not

a variational parameter. It is understood that the trial
functions used to approximate the solutíon 0 must satisfy
a1l of the Dirichlet boundary conditions. fhis makes

equation (3.7) the general energy functional for the Poisson

equation under both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary

conditions. To determine the unique solution of equation
(3.4) the minimum value of the functional (3.7) nust be

f ound .

3.3 FUNCTIONAL MINIMI ZATION

Let the solution ô be approximated

represents a sum of linearly independent

with unknown coefficients 0i

ó=io.ó.'n i=I l- '1

by 0r.,, where 0n

trial- functions c.

(3.8)

The well known Rayleigh-Ritz method is a direct method of

16



functional minimization [15]. The

determines the functional minimum

coefficient values 01 that satisfy

âr(ó )'n
0 ) i = 112r3...m

Rayteigh-Ritz method

by solving for the

â0
a

Once the coefficient values have been deterrnined the

approximaLe solution of equation (3.4) is known. If the

operator is not only positive definite but as well positive-

bounded-beIow, convergence of the functional to a minimum

implies that the approximate solution approaches the exact

solution in the mean.

Equation (3.8) can be conveniently expressed as

(3.e)

where o and 0 are column matrices. Substituting (3.9) into

(3.7) yields

VovaT
a

Differentiating with respect to the variational parameters

results in the expression

F(on) = Ëll

T. ,Tô =oQ=90'n

dx dvô - 2ôrl[ "t dx dY - 2Or[ gr.' as
J! 

-))ç- -)s

)är(

Setting the derivative equal to zero gives

0n

ð0 41,VaVaT dxdyþ -2 afdxdy-2 oh ds
n

fi.VaVcrT dx dyÖ = afdxdy+ crh ds ( 3.10 )

0

tv

S



Numerically evaluating the integrals

accumulating results in a Iinear

equat i ons

in equation ( 3.10 ) and

system of simultaneous

(3.11)

The minimum of the functional (3.7) is determined by solving

equation (g.ff) for the coefficients 0i . It can be shown

that the system matrix S is positive definite and symmetric'

Selecting a suiÈable set of oi functions depends on the

expected form of the field solution. For example, if the

solution has field singularities then the trial functions

should possess a singular term. Àny set of tríal functions

may be selected, the only restriction being that they are

linearly independent to ensure that the matrix S does not

become singular.

3.4 FINITE ELEI,ÍENT DI SCRETI ZATION

The variational solution of the Poisson equation involves

minimizing a functional, for a suitable set of tríal

functions. In this study isoparametric elements with

quadratic serendipity polynomial shape functions are used to

discretize the problem domain. In the loca1 simplex the

shape functions arei

ÞSE

", = *(r - El(1 - n)(-E - n - r) I

18
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2 )(1 - n)o2

or=fot+E)(1 -n)(6-n-1)

ou=å(l+E)(r-n2)

g- tt*E)(r+n)(E+n-1)

ou=å(r-82)(1 +n) ,

o, = i(I - E)(t + n)(-E + n - 1) )

or=å(r-E)(r-n2)

rl=1

Ë =-1
t=1

rl.-1

Figure 3.1¡ Local simplex.

The global positions in Cartesian coordinates are

specified parametrically over each element by

19



and

v¡here x. and V, are the global node coordinates. The- --1 "r
solution over each element is approximated by

B

0(xry) = .E- c-(xrY)Ô;
I--L

The problem domain is discretized inÈo a finite number of

quadrilateral elements, each uniquely represented by the

above transformations. The serendipity shape functions

enforce continuity of potential across adjacent element

boundaries. For each element the functional (3.7) must be

minimized such that the sum of alt the functional values is

also minimized [15].
Instead of evaluating the functional integrals in globaI

space iÈ is easier to perform the integrations in local

space. By working in a local space the inÈerval of

integration remains unchanged regardless of what the

interval of integration is in global space. The Jacobian of

transformation, def ined as

B
T
-'ì-a

âct.
a

dè

B
TI aE'i

vx
I
I a_. (Ert)x.,

i=l r- r
B
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allows the region of inbegration to be modified. For

insLance, âD area element in global space is transformed by

dx dY = det[J] dE dn

The Jacobian matrix is also fundamental in the evaluation of

derivatives in global space based on derivative values in

locaI space.

A Gaussian quadrature numerical integration technique is

used to approximate the values of each element integration.

The accuracy of the Gaussian quadrature scheme depends on

the order of quadrature: the higher the order the greater

the accuracy [16]. A three point quadrature is used to

evaluate all line integrals and a product form of the three

point quadrature, which yields nine points, is used for all
area integrals.

The functional (3.7) is applied whenever the Neumann

boundary condítion is encountered. If we assume the Neumann

boundary condition is equal to zero, the boundary integral

in equation (3.7) vanishes and we are left with the

functional (3.6). The homogeneous Neumann boundary

condition is automatically introduced if no boundary

condition is specified. A homogeneous Neumann boundary

condition occurs naturally, hence the name natural Neumann.

The system of simultaneous equat ions ( g. ff ) i s

accumulated element by element. The values calculated for

each element integration of equation (3.10) are stored in

the S matrix according to the mesh node numbering scheme.
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Along a Dirichlet boundary the functional (3.6) is

applied. In accumul.ating the equation ( 3.11) , a natural

Neumann condition exists where the Dirichlet condition

should be. To enforce the Dirichlet condition, a set of row

and column perrnutations must be performed on the system

matrix. Denoting Ol as a Dirichlet node value, the

manipulations consist of¡ 1) multiplying column i by 0l and

moving the result, with a change of sign, to the right-hand

side ¡ 2) deleting the rovr corresponding to ol. Figure 3.2

illustrates the process of enforcing a Dirichlet boundary

condition. Deleting the row corresponding to Ol effectively

removes the natural Neumann constraint and replaces it with

the Dirichlet boundary condition. Once all permutations are

performed, the resulting ner.t set of simultaneous equations

wí11 include the appropriate Neumann and Ðirichlet boundary

conditions.

The finite element method using Lagrangian or serendipity

shape functions possesses derivative discontinuities along

adjacent element,boundaries. As discussed in Section 3.3,

one is not confined to using serendipity shape functions.

The discontinuities caused by serendipity elements could be

eliminated by utilizing higher order elements, such as

Hermite or spline. WhiIe implementing higher order elements

wiII quarantee derivative continuity across element

boundaries, it is by far computationally more expensive and

only moderately more accurate [17].
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Figure 3.2t Dirichlet matrix permutations.

3.5 NEWTON.RAPHSON PRELIMINARIES

The solution of a linear system of equaÈions can be

accomplished in a direct manner, while the methods used in

solving a nonlinear system of equations are iterative. The

most frequently used iterative method for the solution of

nonlinear finite element equations is the Newton-Raphson

method [18, 19].

Expressing an arbitrary matrix system as

K9. = ¡(gl )

which, when written as a residual, becomes

R(0) =K0-b(0) (3.12 )

Àn approximate solution for _E is to be

R(0)=0" Expanding equation (3.12) in the

found

Taylor

such that

series and

b¡ S" Ói
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retaining the first order terms gives

E(EN*]) = n(oN) - ++(oN)46otp -
)

(3.13)

where

ON
+1 oN-¡o (3. 14 )

By defining a Jacobian matrix as

.ilj K,.
U

a¡= (oN)
-L-

ãõ':'l1

equation ( 3.13 ) can be rearranged into a I inear set of

equations defined by

.il*oo = n(oN) . (3.15)
fJ-

Hence, the problem of solving a nonlinear system of

equations has been reduced to an iterative sequence.

To determine the roots of equation ( g.fZ ) using the

Newton-Raphson method, âo initial estimaÈe of E is chosen

and 
^g 

is determined from the system of simultaneous

equations (3.15). The process of updating the E values

followed by solving for 
^E 

repeated until the desired

accuracy is obtained. This process wilI converge

quadratically for a suitable starting estimate [20]. rf the

starting estimate is not in the vicinity of the solution the

iterative process may diverge.

The Jacobian matrix that is generated at each

intermediate step is sparse and nonsymmetric. Furthermore,
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the topology of that matrix does noL change as the iterative
sequence proceeds.
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Chapter IV

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD FORI'ÍULATION

The f inite element method based on a var iat ional
principle reduces the problem of solving a partial
differential equation to that of minimizing a certain
functional. In this chapter the finite element methodology

for the Poisson equation, already introduced in Chapter III,
is expanded to incLude the governing flow equations

-v2.,þ
(4.1)u) t

(4.2)

The two independent variables iþ and o are coupled through

the interdependence of the differentiar equations. Initiarly
the flow equations are viewed and treated as independent

equations and not as coupled equations. For each

differential equation, a functional is defined and a set of

simultaneous equations is generated. The Newton-Raphson

method combines the individual sets of simultaneous

equations to form one large system of equations. Inherent

within the combined system is the nonlinear interdependence

of ü and o.
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The problem domain is discretized using quadrilateral

serendipity elementS. Since there are two independent

variables ü and (¡, one mesh is generated with two unknowns

per node.

4.1 GENERATING THE SIMULTå,NEOUS EOUATIONS

In equation (4.1) qr is treated as the unknovrn and 1¡ is

the source term. I^lith il being the unknown the operator is

the Laplacian. The functional for equation (¿.f) takes on

the same form as eguation (3.7)

F(r!) = ff;*" - 2rfo)dx dv - z[=rþh ds ( 4 .3 )

Minimizing the functional (4.3) over an element gives

fifi Vgvgl dx dy rf =

0

T (
dxdyto+ | ghds

)s
00

c)

S..ú. = b. =ûJ-, + C.al'l al I -1

When treating o as the unknown, the operator for equation

(q.z) is

L=-y2-*"#Â*n"#*

Before the minimal functional theorem can be applied it must

be shown that this particular operator is Iinear, self-

adjoint and positive definite. The operator is obviously

This yields a linear system of eguations

27
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1ínear, but self-adjointness and positive definiteness of

the operator cannot be shown because of the f i rst

derivatives. To overcome this problem, the right-hand side

of equation (4.2) is transformed into a source term. The

transformation process requires that the t¡ terms on the

right-hand side be held as constants' independent of the ur

terms on the lef t-hand side. The Special notation of ur"' is

used to emphasize this Point

-2 - --Þ{, _arl _ g ðrt'l (4.5)_v ûr = Ke 
Lãx 

_ã, _ 
ãy T"J

A1l the terms on the right-hand side of equation (4.5)

can now be viewed as Lhe source term in the Poisson equation

and the operator becomes the Laplacian. The functional for

equation (4.5) follows directly from the functional for the

Poisson equation

F(r¡) = Ifno,o, - 2R"'[# S # H.J dx dv * ,l=r¡rr ds (4.6)

Minimizing this functional gives

|,|' ooo*t dx dy r¡ = Re r! fl "Ïþ 
d - P dl dx dv o* - [ sh d" .

JJn'='* 3 - ¡\ç tjjn= la* âY ðY ðxi J" =

The resulting system of equations, thaÈ minimizes the

functional (4.6) over an element, takes on the form

sij'j=R"rþjDijr{ *ci

Within lhe integrand of each area integral there are

(4.7)
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first derivative terms. The numerical Gaussian integration

scheme reguíres that these gIobaI first derivatives be

evaluated at the Gauss points within each element. The

process of evaluating the globa1 derivatives based on the

IocaI derivatives involves the Jacobian of transformation.

Globat derivative evaluation is outlined in Àppendix À.

One could attempt to solve f or tl and trl by iterating on x¡!

specify an initial guess for of,, solve equations (+.+) and

(4.7) f or Ú and o, set ul"' equal to t¡ and repeat the process

until convergence is obtained. In general, procedures based

on the successive subst i tut ion of 0r fa i I to provide

satisfactory results. Past experiences of other researchers

indicate that as the Reynolds number increases, the required

number of iterations become exceedingly high lZt}. There

are no guarantees that an iterative method based on

successive substitution wiLl converge.

The variables o and t¡'t are treated as independent

variables. This distinction enabled a funcLional for

equation (4.2) to be derived and the corresponding system of

simultaneous equations (4.7) to be generated. When viewed

separately, equation (4.7) is valid f or any set of ûr"'

vaLues. However, when the two sets of simultaneous equation

(4.4) and (4.71 are combined, and treated as a coupled

system o:'s no longer remains arbitrary. There is onLy one

unique set of of, values that permits the U and o solution to

have a physical meaning. The only meaningftrl solution arises
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t¡hen u)?'s is equal to {d. Therefore, the distinction between

and t¡,', is dropped f rom equation (4.7) to give

sijrj = ne{,iDi;r<\ (4.9)

tù

+c
1

I^ri th two unknowns per node , the system matr ix tlj in

equation (4.4) is identical to the syslem matrix in equation

(4.8). In creating two functionals we have generated two

Sets of simultaneous equations, each of which minimizes a

functional. A method that solves for Ù and o satisfying

equations (4.4) and (e.8), is required.

Because the problem is nonlinear' one can not solve both

equations (4.4) and (4.8) simultaneously using a linear

matrix inversion routine. To solve both sets of equations

simultaneously the Newton-Raphson method is employed.

4.2 NEWTON-RAPHSON IMPLEMENT.à,TION

The matrix equations (4.4) and (4.8) are coupled together

and solved simultaneously by the Newton-Raphson method. Two

residual vectors are defined; one corresponding to each

system of equations

R (ú) = S, -,1þ, - b::0: = 0

'l "j 
-ij*j - )

(4.s)
R (o) = Sijrj - Re ,J,jDljkrk = 0

Às previously mentioned in Section 3.5 of Chapter III, the
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iterative sequence

il.¡ =RN ,r-l-

is repeated until the exit criterion is satisfied.

Jacobian matrix is expressed in terms of the

derivatives of the residual vectors (4.9)

(4.10)

The

first

âR.I
(u) âR. (ú)

l----M.
lJ

'ij
âil, .'l

, ( 4. 11)

ðR. (r¡)f-
ðR. (o)

1-
--ãt¡.

l
where

âR. (ù)
1*

S-il ,] r-l )

ãR. (ù)a¿
--A-ûr.-

l
-b ,r-l

ðR. ( r.¡)l_---rE-
J

= -Re Diit rX

âR. (o)a-
= 9.. - Re ü.r. D.. .1l 'K rKl

The A vec tor in equation (4.10) is defined as

1

¡tl,N

Â\*r
( 4.12 )

L

At¡
2N
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The initial guess for ü and o was chosen to be zero. At

each step in the iterative sequence the Jacobian matrix and

the residual vectors are re-evaluated. The Newton-Raphson

method solves the problem at hand by forming a sequence of

linear approximations to the solution. The process is not

always quaranteed to converge.

To determine if the process is converging or diverging, a

suitable means of measuring convergence must be specified.

Confronted wíth a variety of norms, each with different
characteristics, it is rather difficult to recommend any one

norm for aIl nonlinear analysis. A norm that is

computationally easy to evaluate is the displacement norm.

To gauge convergence, the displacement norm is taken as the

ratio of the sum of all absolute val.ues of A to the sum of

aI1 absolute vaLues of the previous node potentials.

Typically, the exit criterion for such a norm would fall in

the range 0.01 to 0.00001.

The two governing differential equations are coupled

through the Jacobian matrix. The top half of the matrix

corresponds to the set of simultaneous equations associated

with equation ( 4.1 ) , while the bottom half is directly
associated with equation (4.2). The distinction between the

two halves is fundamental in understanding the enforcement

of the no-slip boundary conditions.
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4.3 ENFORCING THE NO-StIP BOUNDARY CONDITION

Às discussed in Section 3.2 of Chapter III, the system of

simultaneous equations resulting from the functional

formulation is valid only under Neumann boundary conditions.

À Dirichlet boundary condition is introduced by performing a

set of column permutations and ,rolr eliminations on the

system matrix. ÀIl Neumann and Dirichlet boundary

conditions, except for the no-s1ip boundary conditions, are

applied to the respective system of simultaneous equations

(4.4) and (4.8) before being placed into the Jacobian

matrix.

with tvro unknowns per node, there is an ur node value f or

every ü value. Consider a node that lies on the no-slip

boundary and denote the U and ur node variables as'rl and ,1,

respectively. In the process of accumulating equations (4.4)

and (4.8) no U or o boundary conditions are specified along

a no-s1ip surface. Às a consequence of not specifying a

particular boundary condition, natural Neumann conditions on
l,

Ü'and r'are intrpduced along the no-slip boundary. That is,
Ifor every {,' node Èhere is a rovr in the top half of the

Jacobian matrix which is associated with a rþlnatural Neumann

boundary condition. Also, in the bottom half of the

Jacobian matrix, where ,l occurs, there is a rovt associated

with an olnatural Neumann boundary condition. In referring

to a row of the Jacobian matrix (4.11), it is understood

that the corresponding column entry in the residual vector

of (4.12) is also being addressed.
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The no-slip condition consists of a tf constant Dirichlet

and a tir natural Neumann boundary condition, but no û)

boundary condition exists. Modifications must be made to the

Jacobian matrix in order Èo drop the o natural Neumann

condition and include the U constant Dirichlet boundary

condition. To enforce both no-slip conditions a set of rov¡

and column permutations are performed on the Jacobian matrix

(4.11).

The first step taken to enforce the no-slip condition is

to delete the row associated with Arl and move the row

corresponding to Âúl inao the vacated row. This step deletes

the ol natural Neumann condition and replaces it with the rfl

natural Neumann condition. Next, the constant Dirichlet
boundary condition is enforced. In Section 3.4, the

procedure for enforcing a Dirichlet condition was presented.

The row and column operations that are performed to the set

of equations (4,4) are converted to Jacobian row and column

deletions. In Èhe Jacobian matrix, the column associated
Iwith Aqr' is deleted (tt¡e derivative of a constant equals

zero) and the empty row associated with AUI is also del-eted.

The entire process of enforcing the no-sIip boundary

condition is graphically illustrated in Figure 4.1. once

the row and column operations are performed for all nodes

that lie on the no-slip boundâEy, the Jacobian matrix can be

i nverted.
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Jn a a a aaaaaa J1,2N /,lÚ, Rr

a a a

-¡

l*r' ' '
J**r,,

a a a

o.....JN,2N

" " t Jx*t,zN
a

Aú* R t{

R¡+r
a a

J¡r ' a a aaaaaa J¡,zH Rt <_t

a a o a

Jzr.¡J aa aaaaa 'J2n,z¡t N Rz*

Figure 4.1: No-sIip matrix permutations.

The no-sIip condition requires that the entire no-sIip

surface be held at an equipotential. The above-mentioned

procedure of enforcing the no-slip condition is only

applicable when the constant Dirichlet value is known. in

externa] fl-ow problems, where the geometry of a no-s1ip

surface is not symmetric, the constant ü value is not known

beforehand. When U is not known, âD alternative method of

enforcing an equipotential surface must be derived.

4.4 EQUIPOTENTIAL SURFACES

Although not implemented, the following is a brief
description of a possible approach to enforcing an

equipotential, no-slip surface. The proposed approach is a

simpJ-e extension of the technique used to enforce the no-

slip condit.ion when V is known.
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Depending on the finite element mesh, âDY number of nodes

may lie on the no-slip surface. Consider two nodes ,l,i and ,t;

that lie on the no-slip surface. To satisfy the constant

Dirichlet condition r¡te require that

I

9"
ri

I
üJ. ='a

( 4.13 )

This constraint is easily imposed upon the Jacobian matrix.

Just as before, the individual sets of matrix equations

(q.q ) and ( 4.8 ) are accumulated without spec i f ying tþ or r¡

no-slip boundary conditions. The rol¡s in the top half of

the Jacobian matrix associated with OVI and O,!l are moved to

the botÈom of the matríx to replace the rov¡s corresponding

to Og|*, and Ogl,*n . The next step involves enf orcing the

equipotential condiÈion. It can be verified that by simply

' ^{,1 
and ¡,1i. , and

deleting one of the two empty 
^t¡l 

rows is eguivalent to

enforcing equation (4.13). Either row may be deleted, but

only one row can be deleted. Performing the column addition

and row deletion reduces the number of unknowns by one.

The procedure is illustrated in Figure (4.2), note that the

row corresponding to opl is deleted and the row

corresponding to orJ,,l- remains empty.

Regardless of how many nodes are involved, the process of

accumulating rows and columns to enforce an equipotential

condition will result in an under-determined system of

equations. There is an empty row within the Jacobian

:f:.

.:.'
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Figure 4.2¿ Equipotential surface matrix permutations.

matrix. An additional equation, 1ínearly independent of all
other equations, is required to complete the system.

Additional field constraints do exist. For example, in

aerodynamics one can derive integral boundary condítions

that follow frorn Ke1vin's theorem and the related Kutta

condition Í.22, 237. However, it is not immediately clear how

these conditions can be extended to include a multitude of

no-slip surfaces in a simply connected configuration, nor is
it obvious that a suitable constraint can be found in all
conceivable cases. Finding a suitable constraint or

boundary condition becomes problem dependent.

J¡¡ + J¡¡

¡,¡+ Jrr

+ùr,¡

a

a

a
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Tire proposed method does introduce both no-slip boundary

conditions, but it remains to be determined how applicable

the method is for solving equipotential problems. More

research is required before the question of enforcing the

no-sIip condition for unknown {r is fully answered.

4.5 SOLVING FOR THE STREA},I FUNCTION AND VORTICITY

The rf and t¡ solut ion i s acqui red var iat ionaIly, despi te

the nonlinearity of the problem. The two U no-slip boundary

conditions are introduced directly into the Jacobian matrix

(4.11). The technique used to introduce the no-slip boundary

conditions is a result of formulating the problem in terms

of two energy functionals.

Àt each step of the Newton-Raphson algorithm equation

(4.10) is generated and solved. Figure 4,3 shows the

topotogy of a typical Jacobian matrix where each dot

represents a nonzero entry. This matrix originates from the

circular cylinder example presented in Sect ion 5.1 of

Chapter V.

Evident in Figure 4.3 is the symmetric nature of the

Jacobian matrix. The topology of the matrix does not change

with each iteratíon, but the índividual matrix entries do'

The Jacobian matrix is sparsely populated and nonsymmetric'

AII guarantees of strict diagonal dominance within the

Jacobian matrix are lost by performing the no-slip row and

column permutations. In fact, a zero entry may even occur on

the diagonal.
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Figure 4.3: Jacobian sparsity pattern (527 unknowns).

The method used to solve the linear system of equations

(4.10) is a partial pivoting Crout algorithm. The Crout

algorithm is a direct method for solving a linear system of

equations 124J. The Crout algorithm used in this study is

an IMSL l25l routine that performs Gaussian elimination
(Crout algorithm) with equilibration and partial pivoting.
The IMSL version does not possess a sparsity storage scheme:

the Jacobian is treated as a dense matrix. This particular
version of the Crout algorithm vras implemented because of

its availability and general programming characteristics.
The terms on the right-hand side of equation (4.2) are

aIl multiplied by the Reynolds number. Increasing the

Reynolds number increases the nonLinearity of the problem.
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The greater the nonlinearity, the more diffícult it becomes

for the Newton-Raphson algorithm to solve the problem. lÍhen

the Reynolds number is too high, the simple starting
estimate of zero everywhere may cause the iterative process

to become unstable and diverge. Rather than trying to

obtain a better starting esÈirnate, it is much more practical

to reduce the Reynolds number. The field solution at a

reduced Reynolds number is then used as a starting estimate,

enabling higher Reynolds number solution to be achieved.

Once the tþ and o node values have been calculated to the

desired accuracy, the velocity field and the pressure field
can be determined. The velocity field follows directly frorn

Lhe definition of the stream function, whereas the pressure

field involves solving the differential pressure equation.

4.6 THE PRESSURE SOLUTION

The f inite element mesh used to discretize the tþ

fields is also used to discretize the pressure field.
functional for the pressure equation (2.91

-vzP=,[[*]'

rs

and o

The

a2q, a2,¡-lFtj (4. 14 )

Ph ds (4.15)F(P) =

The functional (4.15) is minimized

dil dxdy +2
av'J

)
a'q/

-dXII VPVP . 2P

n [[*']' S
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VoVo
T

Expressing the above in a matrix form yields the linear
system of equations

dxdy L= IInytt*Jfi,
)

a-rf

-dx
tu
av2

dxdy+ oh ds

QD
ltl +- l).

l_
c.

1
(4.16)

,i,i lr,' i lil ii'r,¡ ;,,;r r l¡

¡:i j:¡i¡¡iiìrrì;l
i il,:ti:f¡1...1ì ..

Before the pressure field solution can be sought the rþ

nodes values that occur on the right hand-side of equation
(4.14) must be known beforehand, on an element by element

basis. The Gaussian quadrature integration scheme reguires

the integrand to be evaluated at the Gauss points of every

element. The process of evaluating the second derivative at

a point is outlined in Appendix À.

The no-sÌip pressure boundary condition can be expressed

in terms of tþ, as in equation (2.15), or in terms of Lù, as

in equation (2.16). The third derivative of U must be

evaluated if equatíon (Z.fS) is used. Evaluating the third
derivative of a field represented by serendipity shape

functions, is inherently more inaccurate than the second

derivative: the higher the order the greater the inaccuracy.

One could use equation ( 2.15) , even with quadratic

serendipity shape functions, but equaLion ( 2.16) is
pre fer red.

The systern matrix tij in equation (4.16) is identical to

the system matrices of equatíons (4.4) and (4.8). The
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matrix S.* is positive definite and symmetric. A variety ofr-l

matrix solution techniques can be applied to solve a

symmetric positive definite matrix. In t,his study, a sparse

preconditioned Cholesky conjugate gradienÈ method r.tas used

126, 27J. The conjugate gradient method was chosen over the

Crout method because it is computationally more efficient at

solving a sparse and symmetric set of linear equations.
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Chapter V

SOTVED PROBLEMS AND SO},ÍE RE},ÍARKS

Presented are some two-dimensional laminar flow examples

which demonstrate the versatility and accuracy of Èhe finite
element method described in this thesis. À finite element

mesh generation package called MÀNDAP [28] v¡as used to
eliminate the time-consuming and cumbersome job of preparing

the quadrilateral mesh for each flow example. A general

FORTRAN IV program was written. All numerical computations

are performed in real single precision. The examples were

compuÈed with an ÀMDAHL 470/VB mainframe.

5.1 FLOS¡ PÀST À CIRCULAR CYLINDER

Consider the steady two-dimensional flow of an

incompressible viscous fluid around a circular cylinder of

radius one. The' flow is assumed to possess symmetry about

the x-axis, allowing the problem domain to be reduced to the

upper half of the flow fie1d. The finite elemenL mesh shown

in Figure 5.1, consists of 101 elements and 356 nodes.

The U boundary conditions correspond to a uniform flow of

u=l.0 and v=0.0. Ðue to the presence of a downstream wake,

the downstream portion of the mesh should be extended to

infinity before uniform flow boundary conditions can be
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Figure 5.1¡ Circular cylinder finite element mesh.

applied. In this example, it is assumed that the mesh ís

sufficiently large, especially in the downstream portion, to
allow uniform flow boundary conditions to be enforced.

Extending the mesh by simply adding on more and more

elements is not practical because of the J,arger number of

elements involved. As alternatives, infinite elements 129,

301 or picture-frame rnethods [31] could be implemented. The

implementation of such methods vras not attempted in this
study, but is worth further investigation.

On the circular cylinder surface the no-sIip boundary

conditions are applied. o along the mesh boundaries is set

to zero everywhere except along the no-slip surface. Along

the no-slip surface o remains unknown.

To be consistent with previous work, the characteristic

length LO is taken to be the radius of the circular

cytinder. Hence, for this example the Reynolds number is

defined by

Re
^rU

where r represents the radius.
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The flow around a circular cylinder rvas analyzed for the

Reynolds nurnbers of 10, 50, and 100. During each Newton-

Raphson iteration the potentiars of sz7 nodes lrere updated.
glith a zero starting estimate, ân average of five to six
iterations were required to satisfy the exit criterion of

0.0001. The computational time required to perform the five
or six iterations s¡as of the order of zoo to 500 seconds.

Most of the computational time went into solving equation
(¿.ro) during each iteration. A sample plot of the ü and o

solution, for a Reynolds number of 100, are shown in Figures
5.2a and 5.2b.

a) Stream function contours

õ

b) Vorticity contours

F i gure Circular cylinder contour plots (Re=100).5.2t
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The ûr values along the no-slip boundary do not form a

smooth and regurar contour; the node values fluctuate
slightly. It vras found that the node fluctuation is highly
dependent upon the accuracy with which the no-s1ip surface

is modeled. Figure 5.3 demonstrates the effect of

introducting a 1% error in the node coordinates of three

individual nodes that lie on the no-slip surface. The

perturbed nodes were placed at a radial distance of 0.99.

¡ - PERÎURBEO àþOES

Surface representation
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ø
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4ñ
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I
oz
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O - CIRCULAR CYLINOÊR
Â - PERTURBÊD CYL¡NDER

-l

180 170 160 150 ¡c0 ¡30 r20 I r0 ro0 90 E0 70 60

^NGLE 
(DEGREES)
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Figure 5.3: circular cylinder node perturbation (Re=100).
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A least-squares smoothing algorithm, with Legendre

polynomial basis [25], is used to smooth the t¡ node values

that lie on the no-s1ip boundary. Plots of the no-slip r,r

values for the Reynolds numbers of 10, 50 and 100 are shown

in Figure 5.4. The obtained results are in good agreement

with the results of Taunn & Olson 1,321, and Dennis & Chang

[ 33 ] .
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an{rt
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Re = 1O.O
Re = 5O.O
Re . 1OO.O

-¡ t

tôo ¡?o t6o t50 tuo ¡30 ¡?0 rl0 ¡00 90 E0 70 60 50 r¡0 30 2a l0 0

^NGLE 
(DEGREES)

F i gure 5.4¡ Vorticity distribution on the circular
cylinder.

The Newton-Raphson iterative process was found to

stable, exhibiting a near quadratic convergence rate

be very

for any
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Reynolds number of 100 or less. InitiaLly tests performed at

a Reynolds number of 200 failed Èo converge. This indicated

that an initial quess of zero for the node potentials is not

close enough to the solution to facilitate convergence. An

intermediate field solution at a Reynolds number of 100 ïras

necessary to improve the starting estimate. Five iterations
were performed at a Reynolds number of 100 and another six
iterations followed at a Reynolds number of 200 before the

exit criteria of 0.0001 was satisfied.
The pressure field solution utilizes the already

determined tl node values and the least-squares smoothened 0r

node values. Three pressure boundary conditions are applied:

a) a zero Dirichlet condition along the top and both sides

of the mesh; b) a natural Neumann condition along the two

bottom halves and; c) the Neumann pressure equation (2.16)

along Lhe no-slip surface. For the Reynolds numbers of 10,

50 and 100, the pressure solution was determined and the

pressure distribution along the circular cylinder are

presented in Figure 5.5. A pressure contour plot, for a

Reynolds number of 100, is shown in Figure 5.6.

The accuracy of the pressure results is directly
dependent upon the accuracy with which the U and o field
solutions are determined. A slight error in either the ù

field or the Lù field is magnified by the derivative
operator. Since derivative evaluation is an essential part

of the pressure field calculations, the pressure solution
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will be inherently more inaccurate.

the rir and ul f ormulation.

This is one drawback of

5.2 FLOW IN À CHANNEL 9ÍITH A STEP

The second example considered is the plane flow of a

viscous fluid in a channel with a sudden expansion, the

expansion ratio being 2t3. This example demonstrates the

apptication of the finite element method to an inÈernal flow

problem.

The dirnensions of the channel inlet and step height h are

shown in Fígure 5.7, At the inlet a fuJ-Iy developed

parabolic velocity profite is assumedi u=4y(1-y) and v=0.0.

The inlet Ù and o boundary condit,ions are described by the

assumed velocity profile. The outlet tf and o boundary

conditions are both natural Neumann. Along the channel

waIls the no-slip condition is applied.

'ï

o.o-j

-o.ul

-1.0 0.0
x

Figure 5.7t Channel inlet and sÈep dimensions.

The finÍte element mesh shown in Figure 5.8, consists of

81 elements and 286 nodes. The Reynolds number for this

problem is based on the step height h

50
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U
0h

Re v

ït v¡as observed that for a Reynolds number less than 70,
the iterative process was stabre and convergence proceeds
rapidly. when hi gher Reynolds numbers !,rere tr ied, a solut i on
at a lower Reynolds r.tas required before the iterative
process converged. The exit criterion for this problem was
set to 0.0001. The ì1,l and o f ield contours are shown in
Figure 5.9a and S.9b, respectively.

with the Reynolds number equar to r50, the computational
time taken to perform the nine iterations was 3go seconds.
This time could be significantry reduced if a more efficient
matrix sorut ion method rdas implemented Èo sorve equat ion
(4.10). Also, utirizing a sparsity storage scheme wourd
dramatically reduce computer storage requirements.

Àlong the no-s1ip surface two boundary conditions are
enforcedr â constant Dírichlet and a natural Neumann.
ïnspection of !he q, results revears that arr no-srip
surf aces are at an equipotent iar . As a chec k, the normar. rl.r

derivatives on the no-s1ip su¡faces vrere evaluated at
several points just downstream of the step. The normal
derivatives were numericarly determined by taking the dot
product of the normal unit vector with the qr gradient
vector. The rnagnitude of the derivative values were found
to tie between 0.01 and 0.0001. To put these numbers into
perspective' one must consider the fier.d variaLion of if. rn
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Figure 5.8: Finite element mesh for a channel with a step.

ur
N

a) Stream function contours

b) Vorticity contours

Figure 5.9: Channel flow contour plots for a Reynolds number of 150.



this example, the stream function values vary from -0.01 to
2/3, i.e. a derivative of the order of unity. The

numerically derived derivatives, at the boundary, are at

leasL two orders of magnitude Iess than the internat field
variation. This indicates that a natural Neumann condition

is being enforced.

In comparison with other investigations 134, 351, the ü

and o f ields are very smooth and continuous. Good

convergence characteristics are exhibited for all Iaminar

Reynolds numbers tested. The results obtained compare

favorably, even with such a coarse mesh.

In this study, Do attempt was made to evaLuate the third-
order derivative terms in equation (2.13). Because of this,
the pressure solution is not available for this example.
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Chapter VI

coNcLusroNs

This thesis has shown that a direct variational finite
element method is a viable and efficient solution technique

for the laminar two-dimensional Navier-Stokes eguations. The

advantage of formulating the Navier-Stokes equations in

terms of the stream function and vorticity variables is that

the velocity field solution is separated from the pressure

solution. In the process of separating the two fields, the

number of unknowns is reduced. There are only two

simultaneous unknowns tþ and o. Both the velocity field and

pressure field can be determined by post-processing the iÞ

and rrl solut i on .

The applied Newton-Raphson iterative solution process

exhibits acceptable convergence characteristics for a

diverse range of flow problems. The number of iterations
necessary to achieve convergence increase as the Reynolds

number increases. In the sample problems, the process

converged for all laminar Reynolds numbers tested.

A new approach to handling the no-slip condition was

developed in this study. The no-slip boundary conditions

are introduced directly into the Newton-Raphson Jacobian

matrix by performing a set of row and column permutations.
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llhen the constant tl no-sIip boundary condition is not known

beforehand, an alternaÈive method of introducing the no-s1Íp

conditions is required. The proposed method of enforcing an

equipotential surface has practical limitations. More

research is necessary before the question of how to handle

the no-slip condition for unknown U is completeJ.y answered.

The dynamics of fluid flow make it vitally important that

all no-sIip surfaces be accurately modeled. Àny deviation in

the no-slip surface representation, whether it is a smalI

surface indentation or a derivative inflection, induces

large fluctuations of o along the surface. A serendipity

representat ion of a curved sur face conta ins geometr ic

derivative discontinuities at adjacent elements. The

presence of derivative discontinuities would explain the

variation of o along the no-slip surface and the need for
least-sguares smoothing. The magniLude of the derivative
discontinuities can be kept t.o a minimum by ensuring that
there are a sufficient number of elements to model the

surface. ft is recommended that the implementation of

higher order surface modelling techniques, such as splines,

be investigated.

In post-processing the ú and o solution, to obtain the

pressure field, one is required Èo evaluate derivatives.
Depending on the problem, up to third-order derivatives may

be required. When numerically evaluating a derivative it is

inevitable that some accuracy will be lost. The pressure
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results presented in the circular cylinder example

illustrates that an accurate solution can be obtained

despite this problem.

In summary, the variational finite element method

solution technique developed in this thesis has demonstrated

the ability to cater to a variety of laminar flow problems

with computational eff ic iency. À direct method of

introducing Èhe no-slip boundary conditions has been

presented. In analyzing the numerical results, several

recommendations were made. It is suggested that the

following points be considered in future work:

1. that higher-order surface modeling techniques be

implemented;

2, that a generalized method of handling conditions at

infinity be íncluded in the finite element method;

and

3. that an efficient, sparse matrix inversion method be

found to invert the Jacobian matrix.
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ÀPPendix A

GLOBAL DERIVATIVE EVALUATION

To evaluate the derivative of a scalar field 0(x,y) we

require the derivatives of the interpolating functions, that

are expressed in terms of E and n, with respect to x and y.

aó
ðx

â0
ðy

0

0

âcl.
a

--ot

ôo.f
dy

Bt
a-a

I
T

l-=1 a

a

epplying the rules of partial differentiation for the first
derivative of the shape functions with respect to E and n

yields two independent equat.ions. These equations can be

expressed in a matrix form to give

ôct
1

ðo (e.t)
a

The entries of the Jacobian of transformation matrix J are

easily evaluated. In order to obtain the derivatives of the

interpolating functions the matrix J is inverted.

qv
ðE

!v

ðx
ãE

OX

ãn

âx

âcl.
1-ã-

dX
âo.

1
J
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::.

Ð
AE

âx

Using the first derivatives , given in (e.f ), the second

partial derivatives of the interpolating functions can be

determined. Taking the second partial derivatives of the

shape functions results in

-Ã:-

dtr .
I

ry
ðn

âx IH
[-ã-nJdet[J]

[,î]'

[F.]'

z àx ðy favl 
2

ãEãE IãEJ
----T
dx ,

Ay AE-

2 ðx ây favl 
2

ãñãñ l¿-nj

^2dx

tz

2
ò

d

0.
l-

2 ã-x

:2
dç

?
dX

0i âoi âc{. â2vl_-a

^2d 0.
l-

-:
èE'
t

â'oi
ãrrñ

ð2u.I

-
dn

ðx âx
dq dn

ð* -Ð.
ð6 ân

ð* 
-Ay

ân âE
3v âv
ðE ân

âx

+
âsI-Effi-
ðaf

âx

âcr. è2v
L

Effi
âa. ð2v

âxây

20.I
2âv ðn

In evaluating the matrix entries it is necessary to

determine both the first and second derivatives al a point.

Regardless of the order, the process of determining the

matrix entries and inverting ís repeated for all eight

interpolating functions. The values are then summed

appropriately to give the globa1 derivative values at any

given point within an element.
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